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Forensic Speaker Verification in Noisy
Environmental by Enhancing the Speech Signal

Using ICA Approach
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Abstract—We propose a system to real environmental noise and
channel mismatch for forensic speaker verification systems. This
method is based on suppressing various types of real environmental
noise by using independent component analysis (ICA) algorithm.
The enhanced speech signal is applied to mel frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) or MFCC feature warping to extract the
essential characteristics of the speech signal. Channel effects are
reduced using an intermediate vector (i-vector) and probabilistic
linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) approach for classification. The
proposed algorithm is evaluated by using an Australian forensic voice
comparison database, combined with car, street and home noises
from QUT-NOISE at a signal to noise ratio (SNR) ranging from -10
dB to 10 dB. Experimental results indicate that the MFCC feature
warping-ICA achieves a reduction in equal error rate about (48.22%,
44.66%, and 50.07%) over using MFCC feature warping when the
test speech signals are corrupted with random sessions of street, car,
and home noises at -10 dB SNR.

Keywords—Noisy forensic speaker verification, ICA algorithm,
MFCC, MFCC feature warping.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC speaker recognition systems face numerous

challenges in real forensic situations. Firstly, covert

audio recordings are often corrupted with various types of

real environmental noise [1]. The police agencies often use

hidden microphones to record the speech from the criminals

in public places. Such forensic audio recordings may be far

away from the hidden microphones and these recordings are

often corrupted with car, and street noises. Secondly, channel

mismatch often occurs in forensic situations. For example,

enrolment speech may be recorded by using a microphone,

while the test speech signals are recorded by using telephone

intercept from a mobile phone [2]. Finally, the speech samples

from the suspect may be very short duration and they may

not have enough information to verify the identity of the

speaker [3]. These factors lead to decreased the performance

of speaker verification for forensic applications. Choosing

the most reliable methods for speech enhancement play an

important role in noisy forensic speaker recognition systems.

Speech enhancement algorithms can be classified into

single and multiple channel algorithms based on the number

of the microphones are used for collecting the noisy
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speech signals. Various algorithms for single channel speech

enhancement have been proposed in the previous studies [4],

[5], but these techniques achieve less improvement in speech

quality compared with multiple channel speech enhancement

algorithms [6].

Independent component analysis (ICA) was used in

multi-channel speech enhancement algorithm to remove

the noise from the noisy speech signals [7], [8]. It is

based on transforming the mixed signals into components

which are statistically independent [9]. The principle of

estimating independent component is based on maximizing

the non-Gaussian distribution of one of the source signals.

The difference between the Gaussian distribution and the

distribution of the independent component can be estimated by

using various non-Gaussian measurements such as Kurtosis,

negentropy, and approximation of the negentropy [9].

Although independent component analysis was used to

suppress the noise from the noisy speech signal in previous

studies [7], [8], [10], The effectiveness of this algorithm has

not investigated yet to improve the performance of noisy

forensic speaker verification system in state-of-the-art i-vector

and PLDA for short noisy test durations (10 seconds). This is

the main original contribution of this research.

The second contribution of this research is to design a

benchmark for noisy forensic speaker verification systems

by using forensic and QUT-NOISE databases [11]. In

real forensic situations, the speech segments from different

suspects are often corrupted with different sessions of real

environmental noise. Previous studies [1], [12] have used a

limited duration of noise corpus (NOISEX-92 database) [13]

to mix with existing clean speech databases for evaluation

of noisy forensic speaker recognition. However, while the

large number of speakers in speech corpus available to the

researchers for forensic applications allow a wide variety of

speakers to be evaluated for speaker verification systems,

limited duration of noise corpus lacks the ability to evaluate

forensic speaker verification under real environmental noise.

Therefore, in this research, we mix a random session of

noise from QUT-NOISE database with clean forensic audio

recordings to more closely approach in forensic situations.

It is important to use realistic forensic and noise databases

to evaluate noisy forensic speaker recognition because law

enforcement agencies and police investigations can use this

algorithm to improve the robustness of speaker verification

systems in the casework conditions.

In this work, we propose a new approach for noisy forensic
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speaker recognition systems. This approach is based on using

independent component analysis algorithm to reduce the effect

of real environmental noise. The enhanced speech signals from

ICA algorithm are applied to MFCC or MFCC feature warping

to capture the essential characteristics of the speech signal. The

features extracted from MFCC or MFCC feature warping can

be used to train the state of the art i-vector and PLDA speaker

verification systems. The performance of this approach is

compared with traditional feature extraction technique (MFCC

and MFCC feature warping).

II. MODEL OF ICA

Let the speech and noise signals emitted from N sources

be represented as s(t) = {s1(t), s2(t), ..., sN (t)}. The noisy

speech signals can be recorded instantaneously by using M
microphones in a street for forensic applications and be

expressed as x(t) = {x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xM (t)}. Instantaneous

ICA can be defined as a linear transformation of noisy speech

signals into components which are statistically independent,

and can be represented as [9]

x = As (1)

where A is an unknown mixing matrix.

The goal of ICA is to estimate the original sources from

the mixed signals. The estimates of speech and noise signals

(ŝ) can be represented by the following equation [9]

ŝ = Wx (2)

where W is the unmixing matrix which equals the inverse of

the mixing matrix A when the matrix is square.

In this paper, we use two sources (speech and noise) and two

microphones to record the noisy speech signals(M = N = 2).
Therefore, the mixing and unmixing matrices are square and

they have a size of 2× 2.

A. Fast ICA Algorithm

The procedure for a fast ICA algorithm for one unit can be

illustrated by the following steps [9]:

1) Remove the mean value from the noisy signal and center

its distribution.

2) Whiten the noisy speech signal (x) to get (xw) by using

eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance of the noisy

speech signal.

xw = V D−1/2V Tx (3)

where V is the eigenvector matrix of the covariance of

the noisy speech signal, and D−1/2 is the inverse square

root diagonal of the eigenvalue matrix.

3) Choose an initial vector of unmixing matrix W.

4) Estimate a row vector of unmixing matrix

w+ = E{xw g(wT xw)} − E{g′(wT xw)}w (4)

where w+ is the new value of the row vector of the

unmixing matrix, E is the sample mean, g and g′ are the

first and the second derivatives of the contrast function

respectively.

5) Normalize the row vector of w+

w∗ =
w+

‖w+‖ (5)

where w∗ is the normalization of the new row vector of

the unmixing matrix.

6) Insert w = w∗ in step 4 and repeat the procedure until

there is convergence.

The criterion of convergence is that the direction of previous

and new values of w must be in the same direction, i.e. the

dot product of these w points is almost equal to one.

This algorithm is based on separating one non-Gaussian

component each time under the assumption that the sum

of the others has a Gaussian distribution. It is necessary to

prevent different row vectors of w from converging to the

same maxima and this can be performed by using a deflation

decorrelation of the output wT
1 x,wT

2 x, · · · ,wT
p x after every

iteration.

III. PROPOSED SPEAKER VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Forensic audio recordings are often corrupted by real

environmental noises. These noises decrease the performance

of the speaker verification systems. It is important to

reduce the effect of real environmental noise from the noisy

speech signals before using these speech signals in speaker

verification systems. Therefore, using speech enhancement

algorithm (independent component analysis) in our algorithm

may improve the performance of noisy speaker verification

systems under high noise conditions.

The proposed algorithm can be described by the following

steps. Firstly, the noisy speech signals are applied to

independent component analysis algorithm to suppress the

noise and improve the performance of the noisy speaker

verification systems. Mel frequency cepstral coefficient or

MFCC feature warping is used to extract the essential features

of the enhanced speech signals. These features can be used

to train i-vector PLDA speaker verification framework. The

flowchart of the proposed speaker verification system in the

presence of noise can be illustrated in Fig. 1.

IV. SPEAKER VERIFICATION SYSTEM

The speaker verification system used state of the art i-vector

PLDA speaker verification systems. Mel frequency cepstral

coefficient (MFCC) or MFCC feature warping was used as

the front end. The MFCCs were computed over Hamming

window frame with 30 msec and 10 msec shift. The MFCCs

were obtained using mel filterbank of 32 channels, followed by

transformation to the cepstral domain, keeping 13 coefficients.

The first and second derivatives of the cepstral coefficients

were appended to the MFCCs. Feature warping was used to

transform the distribution of the cepstral feature into a standard

normal distribution over sliding window that typically spans

301 frames.

The Universal background model (UBM) with 256

components was used in our experimental results. The UBM

was trained on telephone and microphone speech using 348

speakers from the forensic voice comparison database and used
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Mixed noisy speech 

Fast ICA algorithm  

Extract features by using MFCC or 
MFCC feature warping 

Apply i-vector PLDA   

Decision 

Fig. 1 Proposed speaker verification in the presence of noise

to compute the Baum-Welch statistic for calculation of total

variability space of dimension 400. These total variabilities

were used to calculate the i-vector speaker representation.

The i-vector dimension was reduced to 200 eigenvectors by

using linear discriminant analysis (LDA). I-vectors were length

normalized before Gaussian probabilistic linear discriminant

(GPLDA) training using i-vector centering followed by the

whitening approach. Scoring was performed using the batch

likelihood ratio. The performance of i-vector PLDA speaker

verification system was evaluated using MSR identity toolbox

by Microsoft [14].

V. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The speaker verification system was evaluated using the

forensic voice comparison database of 500+ Australian

English speakers [15]. This database consists of 552 speakers.

Each speaker was recorded in three speaking styles: informal

telephone conversations, information exchange over the

telephone and pseudo-police styles [2]. Informal telephone

conversations and information exchange over the telephone

were recorded between two speakers by using a telephone

channel. For the pseudo-police style interview, each speaker

was interviewed by an interviewer sitting in the same room

as the speaker. In this task, microphones were used instead of

the telephone used in informal telephone conversations and

information exchange over the telephone styles. The clean

speech signal was sampled at 44.1 kHz and 16 bit/sample

resolution [2].

The enrolment of the speech signals was obtained by using

full duration utterances from 200 speakers (100 males and

100 females) from the pseudo-police style. The test speech

signals were obtained by using 10 seconds duration from

200 speakers in informal telephone conversation style after

removing the silence region by using voice activity detection

(VAD). Voice activity detection based on the statistical model

[16] was used in this research to remove the silence frames

from the enrolment and test speech signals. Each of the test

speech signal was mixed with one random session of the
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the proposed speaker verification systems with other
techniques when the test speech signals were corrupted with street noise

real environmental noises (car, street, and home noise) from

QUT-NOISE database [11], resulting in a two channel noisy

speech signal. These noises were sampled at 48 kHz and 16 bit

sample resolution and they were down sampled from 48 kHz

to 44.1 kHz before mixing with the clean speech signal. The

down sampled is necessary to match the sampling frequencies

of the clean speech and noise signals. The noisy speech signals

in an ICA algorithm can be represented as

x1 = s(n) + e(n) (6)

x2 = s(n) + 0.6 ∗ e(n) (7)

The noisy speech signals were separated using fast ICA

algorithm and the contrast function which was used in ICA

algorithm has Gaussian function and it can be represented as

[9]

G(u) = − exp

(−u2

2

)
(8)

The enhanced speech signals from ICA algorithm was

applied to MFCC or MFCC feature warping techniques to

extract the features extraction. Theses features were used to

train the state of the art i-vector PLDA speaker verification

systems.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results of the

speaker recognition systems when the enhanced speech signals

from ICA algorithm were applied to MFCC or MFCC

feature warping technique. This system was compared with

feature extraction techniques (MFCC, and MFCC feature

warping). The equal error rate (EER) was used to evaluate

the performance of noisy speaker verification systems. Figs.

2-4 show the comparison of the proposed speaker verification

systems with other techniques when the test speech signals

were corrupted with street, car, and home noise respectively.

From Figs. 2-4 we conclude the following points:
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the proposed speaker verification systems with other
techniques when the test speech signals were corrupted with car noise
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the proposed speaker verification systems with other
techniques when the test speech signals were corrupted with home noise

• Mel frequency cepstral coefficient feature warping

achieves improvement in EER, compared with MFCC

only, when the test speech signals were corrupted with

street, car, and home noise for input SNR ranging from

-10 to 10 dB. At -10 dB, the reduction in EER of MFCC

feature warping over MFCC is about (19.76%, 21.30%,

7.31%) when the test speech signals were corrupted with

street, car, and home noise respectively.

• Independent component analysis achieves significant

improvement in EER compared with using traditional

feature extraction techniques( MFCC and MFCC feature

warping) at low SNR. At -10 dB, the reduction in EER

of the MFCC feature warping-ICA over MFCC feature

warping is about( 48.22%, 44.66%, and 50.07%) when

the test speech signals were mixed with street, car,

and home noise respectively. The performance of the

proposed algorithm degrades compared with conventional

feature extraction at high SNR.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the effectiveness of ICA algorithm

to reduce the real environmental noise and improve the

performance of speaker verification systems. This method

is based on suppressing the effect of the noise by using

ICA algorithm. The enhanced speech signals were applied

to MFCC or MFCC feature warping to extract the essential

characteristics of the speech signals. A state of the art

i-vector PLDA speaker framework was used in this research

to reduce the effect of channel mismatch. Experimental results

demonstrate that independent component analysis is robust to

high levels of noise compared with traditional cepstral feature

techniques. The proposed speaker verification systems achieve

a significant reduction in EER over using MFCC and MFCC

feature warping when the test speech signals were corrupted

with various types of real environmental noise at low SNR

(-10 dB to -5 dB).
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